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ON LATTICES DETERMINED UP TO ISOMORPHISMS 
BY THEIR GRAPHS 
JÄN JAKUBIK, Kosice 
(Received March 28, 1983) 
G. BirkhoflF([l], Problem 8) proposed the question of characterizing lattices which 
are determined up to isomorphisms by their (undirected) graphs. 
All lattices dealt with in this paper are assumed to be of locally finite length and 
all graphs considered here are undirected. 
Let Co be the class of all lattices which are determined up to isomorphisms by 
their graphs (i.e., a lattice ^ belongs to Co iff, whenever the graph of .^ is isomorphic 
to the graph of a lattice <^|, then ^ is isomorphic to i f j). Further let C^ be the class 
of all lattices ^ having the property that whenever h is an isomorphism of the 
graph of S£ onto the graph of a lattice ^^, then h turns out to be either an iso-
morphism or a dual isom.orphism of the lattice S£ onto 5£i. 
The classes Co and Cj are incomparable (i.e., we have Co \ C^ ф 0 and C^^C^ Ф 
Ф 0). It will be shown that both these classes are rather large. The following results 
will be established: 
(i) Each lattice can be embedded into a lattice belonging to C| . 
(ii) Each bounded lattice can be embedded into a lattice belonging to Cç, г\ C^. 
(iii) Each bounded modular (distributive) lattice can be embedded as a convex 
sublattice into a bounded modular (distributive) lattice belonging to Co n C^. 
Isomorphisms of graphs of distributive lattices were investigated by M. Kolibiar 
and the author [8]; for the case of modular lattices cf. G. Birkhoff [2] and the author 
[3], [5]. Cf. also [4], [7] (the case of semimodular lattices) and [6]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We start by recalling some notions concerning graphs of lattices. Let <Ĵ  = (L; ^ ) 
be a lattice. ^ is said to be of locally finite length if each bounded chain in S£ is 
finite. In what follows, all lattices are supposed to be of locally finite length. If a, b e L 
and a is covered by b (i.e., the interval [c/, b] is prime), then we write a •< Ь or 
by a. 
By the graph ^(=$f) we mean the undirected graph whose set of vertices is Land 
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whose edges are those pairs [a, b] which satisfy either a •< b OY by- a. If ^ i and ^2 
are graphs with sets of vertices G^ and G2 and if h: G^ -> G2 is a bijection such that, 
for every x and y from G^, the pair {x, y] is an edge in ^^ if and only if {/i(x), /г(>')} 
is an edge in ^2? then h is said to be an isomorphism of ^^ onto ^2-
If i f j = {Lil ^1) is a lattice and h is an isomorphism of ^ ( i f ) onto ^(cSfj), then h 
is called a graph isomorphism of the lattice ^ onto ^^, 
Let h: L-> Li be any bijection and let T ^ L. The set Tis said to be preserved 
(reversed) under h if, whenever x., X2 e T and x^ < X2, then h(xi) <^ h(x2) (or 
/i(xi) > 1 /z(x2), respectively). 
1.1. Lemma. (Cf. [3], Lemma 5.) Let h be a graph isomorphism of ^ onto ^^ 
and let u, v, a^, ^2 e L, w -< Ö,- -< v (i = 1, 2). T/ie« we have either (i) r/i^ sets 
{u, a^] and {«2? ^} ^^^ preserved under h, or (ii) /̂ze sets {w, а^} and {(З2, t̂ } <2ге 
reversed under h. 
(In [3] it was assumed that ^ and ^^ ar modular, but the proof remains valid 
in the general case as well.) 
1.2. Lemma. Let h be a graph isomorphism of ^ onto ^^. Let u, v, a^, Ö2-> ^З ^^ 
distinct elements of L, и -<, ai -K v (i = 1, 2, 3), Then the set {w, v, a^, «2, <2з} is 
either preserved or reversed under h. 
Proof. Assume that the set {w, a j is preserved under h. By a repeated use of LI 
we obtain that the following sets are preserved under h: 
{a2.v}] (w, а з } ; {a^,v]\ {г/, ^ 2 ] ; {a^.v] . 
Hence {w, v, a^, ^2, a^} is preserved under h. The case when {u, a^} is reversed under 
h can be dealt with analogously. 
Let [wi, ü^] and [^2? ^2] be prime intervals of ^ . These prime intervals will be 
called equivalent in ^ if, whenever h is a graph isomorphism of J^ onto a lattice c^^, 
then [wj, z;i] is preserved under h iff [1^2, t^i] is preserved under h. 
Our considerations being trivial in the case card L = 1, we suppose (in the whole 
paper) that card L > 1. Let L be a nonempty subset of L. We denote by ^'(L) the 
graph whose set of vertices is L and for a, b e L, the pair [a, b} is an edge in "^'(L) 
iff it is an edge ^ ( ^ ) . 
Let D(^) be the set of all elements x e L such that the graph ^ ' ( L \ {x}) fails to 
be connected. 
1.3. Lemma. An element x of L belongs to D(^) if and only if the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) there exist x^, X2 e Lwith x^ < x < X2I 
(ii) X /5 comparable with each element of L. 
Proof. If the conditions (i) and (ii) are valid, then clearly the graph ^ ' ( L \ {x}) 
fails to be connected. Conversely, suppose that the graph ^'(L\ {x}) is not connected. 
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Then X cannot be the least element of J^'; similarly, x cannot be the greatest element 
of ^ . Hence (i) holds. 
For each yeL'\{x^^ we denote by v~ the connected component of the graph 
^ ' ( L \ {x}) containing the element y. Since x e D(5£\ there are a, b e L\ {x} such 
that a~ Ф b~. Then clearly a must be comparable with b and we have either a < 
<x<borb<x<a. Let a < x < b. By way of contradiction, assume that (ii) 
fails to be vahd. Hence there is с e L such that с is incomparable with x. Put ы = 
= a A с, V = b V с. 
If Xj, X2, . . . ,x„ are elements of L such that x^ -< X2 < ... •< x,̂ , then R — 
= {xi, X2, ..., x„} is said to be a maximal chain of the interval [x^, x„]. Let Я-̂ , R2, 
î 3 and JR4 be maximal chains of [u, a\, [w, c], [c, vj and [b, ?;], respectively. Since 
a < X < b, the element x cannot belong to R^ u R4; because x is incomparable 
with c, we infer that x cannot belong to JR2 u R^- Hence x ф R = R^ и R2 ^ R3 ^ R4. 
and the set R connects the elements a and b in the graph ^ ' ( L \ {x}), thus a~ = b~, 
which is a contradiction. 
1.4. Corollary. Let x e Z)(j^). Then the graph ^'{L\ [x]) has two connected 
components (namely {z e L: z < x] and [z e L: z > x}). 
1.5. Corollary. Let x^ and X2 be distinct elements of i)(if) such that {x^, X2} 
fails to be an edge in G(L). Then the graph ^ ' ( L \ {x^, X2}) has three connected 
components. 
2. THE FIRST EMBEDDING 
The aim of this section is to prove that each lattice can be embedded into a lattice 
belonging to C^. To this end let us consider the following construction: 
Let o^ = (L; ^ ) be a lattice and let {(w„ î̂ s)}se5 be the set of all pairs of elements 
W5, v^ of L such that there is x e L with ŵ  -< x -< v^. Let A = (а^^, a2s}ses be a set such 
that A n L = 0 and a^i>, ф ÖJS(2) whenever (i, 5(1)) Ф (j, 5(2)) (ij e {1, 2}). Put 
L = Lu A and define the relation p '^ q for elements p, q e L as follows: 
(i) for p, q e LwQ put p ^ q in L if p ^ q is valid in L; 
(ii) for p = a Is e A [i = 1 or 2) and ^ e L we set p ^ ^ if î ^ ^ ^; 
(iii) for p e Land q = а̂ -̂  e A (i = I, 2) we put p ^ q if p ^ u^l 
(iv) for p = а,-5Ц)еЛ and q = ^̂ 5(2) e Л we put |7 ^ ^ if either p = q or v^f^^^ S 
й Щ^2У 
(Cf. Fig. 2.L) Then we have 
Fig. 2.1 
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2.1. Lemma, (i) The relation ^ /5 a partial order on L. (ii) ^' ~{E\ ^ ) is a lattice. 
(iii) J^ is a sublattice of S£'. (iv) / / \p, q\ is a prime interval in ^' and p = a^^ e A, 
then q = v^. (v) / / [p, ^] /5 a prime interval in ^' and q — a^^e A, then p = u^. 
All the assertions (i) —(v) are immediate consequences of the above construction. 
2.2. Lemma. Let p, q,reL and let the relations p •<( q ^^ r be valid in ^'. 
Then the intervals [p, ^] and [^, ?'] are equivalent in ^ ' . 
Proof. We distinguish the following cases (cf. Fig. 2.2 (i) — 2.2 (v)): 
Fig. 2.2 
(i) Let p, q, r e L. There exist a^, ^2 e A, a^ ф a2 with p •< ai<r (/ = 1, 2). 
Thus in view of L2, [p, ^] and [q, r] are equivalent. 
(ii) Let p,reL, qe A. In view of 2.1 (iv) and (2.1) (v) there is s E 5 such that 
p = u^, r = v^ and q = af, with г == 1 or i = 2. Let j e {l, 2}, j Ф /. There exists 
X E L with ŵ  •< X -< v^. If we consider the elements p, r, x, a^,, a2s-> then from 1.2 
we infer that [;?, q'\ and \q, r] are equivalent. 
(iii) Let pe A, q,r еЬЛп view of 2.1 (iv) there is 5 e 5 such that q = v^ and p = 
= a,.j with / = 1 or 2. Let j e {1, 2), j Ф /. There is x e L such that ŵ  •< x -< v^. 
Hence in view of 1.2, \^p, q^ is equivalent with [x, q~\. Now we have x -< ^ < r. 
There exist distinct elements b^, b2 of A such that x < b̂ - -< r (/= 1, 2). Hence 1.2 
yields that [x, ^] is equivalent to [q, ?*]. Therefore [^p, ^] and [^, r] are equivalent. 
(iv) The case p, q e L, r e Л is dual to (iii). 
(v) Let q e L and p, r e A. Then in view of 2.1 (iv) and 2.1 (v) there are s, t e S 
such that q = v^ = Uf, p = a^^ with г = 1 or 2, and r = а^ц)^ v/ith f(l) = 1 or 2. 
Let j e {1, 2},7 Ф f. There is x e L such that ŵ  < x < v^. By considering the elements 
W5, p, q, aj^, X we obtain from 1.2 that [p, q~\ is equivalent to [x, g] . 
Let j(i) e {1, 2}, jf(l) Ф /(l). There is j^ e L with w, •< j -< v^. In view of the set 
{q, r, Î;̂ , ^j(i)f, y} we infer from 1.2 that \_q, r] is equivalent to [^, _у]. Now because 
of X -< ^ -< y, from (i) above it follows that [x, g] and [^, j ] are equivalent. There­
fore [p, ^] and [^, r] are equivalent. 
In view of 2.1, no other cases can occur; the proof is complete. 
2.3. Lemma. Let [p, ^] ««J \_pi, ̂ j ] be prime intervals of ^' such that either 
Q S Pi or q^ ^ p. Then [p, ^] and [p^, ^j] are equivalent. 
Proof. This follows by induction from 2.2. 
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2.4. Lemma. Any two prime intervals of the lattice S^' are equivalent. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that there are prime intervals \p, q\ and 
[i^i" 4Ï\ in ^' which fail to be equivalent in ^'. Hence there exists a graph iso-
morphism h 0Ï ^' onto a lattice ^^ = (L^; ^ i) such that [p, q\ is preserved under /i 
and \pi, q^ is reversed under h. Denote и = p A p^ and v = q v q^. Since [p, ^] 
is preserved under h, we obtain from 2.3 that /i(w) < ^ /z(i?); similarly, because []?i, q^] 
is reversed under /z, Lemma 2.3 implies that /Ï(W) > ^ /z(t;) are valid, which is a contra-
diction. 
From Lemma 2.4 we obtain immediately: 
2.5. Theorem. Let ^ he a lattice and let if' be as above. Let h be a graph iso-
morphism of ^' onto lattice if^. Then h is either an isomorphism or a dual iso-
morphism of ^' onto i f J. 
2.6. Corollary, if' belongs to C^. 
2.6.1. Corollary. Each lattice can be embedded into a lattice belonging to C^. 
Let us estabhsh some further properties of ^'. From the considerations performed 
in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we infer that if ;?, q, r are as in 2.2 then the intervals [p, q'\ 
and \ß, r] are projective. By induction we obtain: 
2.7. Lemma. Let [p, ^] and \p^, q^ be prime intervals in 5£ such that q "й Pi-
Then [;?, ^] and [pi, q^ are projective. 
A lattice is said to be simple if it has no nontrivial congruence relation. 
2.8. Proposition. The lattice S£' is simple. 
Proof. Let Ö be a congruence relation on ^' distinct from the minimal congruence. 
Hence there exists a prime interval [p, ^] of if' such that p 9 q. Let a, b e E. Put 
u = pAaAb, v = qvavb. From 2.7 it follows that и 9 v is vahd, and hence 
a 9 b. Therefore 9 is the greatest congruence relation of ^'. 
2.9. Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent: (i) card L ^ 2; (ii) ̂ ' = 
= J^; (iii) £^' is distributive. 
Proof, Clearly (i) => (ii) => (iii). If there are elements p, q, r e L with p < q < r, 
then it follows from the construction of ^' that the interval [p, r] of ^' fails to be 
distributive. Thus if ^' is distributive, then card L ^ 2. 
Let us give some examples: 
2.10.1. If ^ is linearly ordered, card L > 2, then ^' is modular and each maximal 
antichain in ^' has three elements. 
This follows immediately from the construction of ^'. 
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2.10.2. If i f is a modular lattice of length 3, then ^' is a modular lattice of length 3 
with card L' = card L + 2. 
A sublattice S£^ of a lattice i f is said to be a c-sublattice of i f if, whenever p, q are 
elements of i f ^ such that p is covered by q in £^i, then ]; is covered by q in if. 
2.10.3. Let o^ be a lattice having a c-sublattice ^^ which is isomorphic to the lattice 
in Fig. 2.10. Then ^' fails to be modular. (Hence if ^ is distibutive, then ^' need 
not be modular.) 
< > 
Fig. 2.10 
Proof. Let the elements of ^^ be denoted as in Fig. 2.10. There exist elements 
a^, a2^ Ä such that и -< a^ -< r, и -K a2 -< z. Thus w = a^ л ^2 is covered by both 
a^ and a2 in ^'. In view of the construction of .^' we have a^ w a2 = v, hence 
a^ V «2 covers neither a^ nor 02- Therefore ^' is not modular. 
From the definition of ^' we immediately obtain (under the denotations as 
above): 
2.11. Proposition, (i) Let ^ be a lattice and a e L. Then the graph ^'(L \ [a]) is 
connected, (ii) Let b e L. The element b is the least element [greatest element) of 
^' if and only if b is the least element (or the greatest element, respectively) of ^ . 
3. THE SECOND EMBEDDING 
In this section we shall show that each bounded lattice can be embedded into 
a lattice belonging to CQ. 
Let i f = (L; ^ ) be a bounded lattice with card L ^ 3. (Let us remark that if 
card L ^ 2, then clearly S£ e CQ.) Let / be the set of all integers. For iel we put 
i f ^ = J^ if / is even and ^^ = S£'^ if i is odd (the symbol ^^ denotes the lattice 
dual to se). 
Let и and v be the least and the greatest element of S£, respectively. We denote 
by u-^ and Vi the least and the greatest element in ^i,respectively. Hence if i is even, 
then Ui = u, Vi = v; if / is odd, then Ui = v and Vi = u. Let L* be the set of all pairs 
(/, x) where (a) i el and x e L, (b) the elements (/, v^) and (/ + 1, Wj+i) are identified 
for each i e L 
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Let (/i, Xj) and (/2, X2) be distinct elements of L*. We put (/j, x^) < (/2, X2) if 
either /̂  < /2, or /\ = /2 and x^ < X2 is valid in if,-. Put if* = (L*; ^ ) . Then if* is 
a lattice. Let us establish some properties of if*. 
Denote P = {(/, w,) : / e / ] . For (/, i / j , (y, Wy) e P we set (/, w,) 5 (j , Uj) if |/ — j | = 
= 1. 
In the following Lemmas 3.1—3.7 we assume that for each z e L\[u, v] there 
exists Zi G Lsuch that z and Zj are incomparable. From this assumption and from 1.3 
we obtain: 
3.1. Lemma. Let z e L*. Then z belongs to P if and only if z e D^^"^). 
Since D{^^^') is uniquely determined by the graph ^(=^*), we have 
3.2. Corollary. The set P is uniquely determined by the graph ^(o^*). 
Also, from the assumption on ^ and from 1.5 we infer: 
3.3. Lemma. Let z^ and Z2 be distinct elements of P. (i) The graph ^'(L* \ {z^, Z2}) 
has three connected components Q^, Q2, Ô3. (ii) z^ s Z2 if and only if there is 
[a unique)] e (1, 2, 3} such that, for each x e Qj, the graph ^'{Qj \ {x}) is connected. 
3.4. Corollary. The relation s on P is uniquely determined by ^^(^'^). 
Let us choose any pair ZQ and z^ of distinct elements of P such that ZQ s z^. By 
means of ZQ and z^ we define a binary relation -<o on P as follows: 
Let Z2, Z3 G P. We put Z2 <o ^3 if some of the following conditions is valid: 
(i) Z2 =- ZQ and Z3 = Zj. 
(ii) Z3 - ZQ, Z2 s ZQ and Z2 Ф Zi-
(iii) Z2 = Zi, Z3 5 Zi and Z3 ф ZQ. 
(iv) Z2 s Z3 and there are connected components P^ and P2 of the graph 
^'(L* \ {Z2}) such that Pj Ф P2, ZQ, Z^ G P I and Z3 G P2. 
(v) Z2 s Z3 and there are connected components P^ and P2 of the graph 
^'(L* \ {Z3}) such that Pj Ф P2, Z2 e P^ and ZQ, Z^ G P2. 
From 3.2 and 3.4 we infer: 
3.5. Lemma. The relation -<o ^̂  uniquely determined by the pair ZQ, Z^ and by 
the graph ^{^^). 
For Z2, Z3 G P we put Z2 ^ 0 ^3 if either Z2 = Z3 or there are elements z^, Z2, ..., z^ 
in P such that z[ = Z2, ẑ  = Z3 and Zj- -<o -i+i (/ = 1, ..., w — 1). Then ^ Q is 
a linear order on the set P. This linear order either coincides with the linear order ^ 
on P, or is dual to ^ on P. 
Now let i f 1 = (L^; ^ J) be a lattice and let h be a graph isomorphism of if* onto 
^i. From 3.1 and 1.3 we infer that each element of h(P) is comparable with each 
element of ^ j . In particular, /z(P) is a chain in £^^. From the definition of the relation 
-<o (cf- the conditions (i) —(v) above) we infer: 
3.6. Lemma. We have either (i) Zj ^ 0 ^2 *^ ^̂ (̂ 1) =1 ^{^2) for each pair z^, Z2 e 
G P, or (ii) Zi ^Q Z2 о ^(^i) e l h{z2) for each pair z^, Z2 G P. 
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Since the relation g ^ on P either coincides with g or is dual to ^ , we obtain 
3.6Л. Corollary. We have either (i) z^ й ^i^K^i) ^ i K^i) for each pair 
Zj, Z2 e P, or (ii) z^ g Z2 <=> h{zi) ^ ^ /2(z2) /o r each pair z^, Z2 e P. 
In Lemmas 3.7 — 3.8 above we assume that the condition (i) from 3.6.1 is fulfilled. 
3.7. Lemma. Let Z2, Z3 G P , 22 ^ o ^з- ^^^ ^ ^ -̂ *- T'/ien Z2 < x < z^ if and onlv 
if /2(22) < h{x) < h{z,y 
Proof. Let Z2 < X < Z3. The graph ^'(L* \ {23}) has two connected components, 
and the elements Z2 and x belong to the same of these components. In view of the 
graph isomorphism h, the same is valid if Z2, x and Z3 are replaced by /1(22), h{x) 
and h(z^). Because /2(^2) < i ^(^з)^ we must have h(x) < i h(z^). By the analogous 
argument concerning the set L\{z2} we obtain h(z2) <i h(x). Hence h(z2) < 
< h(x) < /2(23). The proof of the assertion ' i f can be established in a similar way. 
Now let J5f 0 = (bo; ^ ) be a bounded lattice with card LQ è 3. Put i f = J^o {^^ the 
sense introduced in § 2). If z e LQ and z is neither the least nor the greatest element 
of J^Q, then in view of the construction of J^o (cf. § 2) there is z' e LQ == L such that z 
and z' are incomparable in J^o- Hence we can apply the above results 3.1 — 3.7 for ^ 
and ^ * . 
3.8. Lemma. Let x,y e L*. Then x < y if and only if h[x) < h{y). 
Proof. There are i,j el and x^, У1Е L such that x = (г, x^), у = (j, yi). We 
distinguish two cases: 
a) i = j . In view of 3.7, the mapping h reduced to the interval [(/, w )̂, (г, Vif] of the 
lattice c^* maps this interval onto the interval [/i((/*, W/)), h((i, Î;^))] of the lattice i f j . 
Since [(i, Mf), (i, ViJ] is either isomorphic or dually isomorphic to «̂ ^ = J5fo> it 
belongs to СI and thus h (reduced to this interval) is either an isomorphism or a dual 
isomorphism. Because of the assumption that (i) is valid, only the case of an isomor­
phism can occur; hence x < y о /i(x) < h(y). 
b) / Ф j . First suppose that / < j is valid. Put z^ = (i, y j , Z2 = (7, Wy). Then 
X S ^i S ^2 = У • 
In view of (i) and 3.6.1 we have h[zi) ^ ^ ^(^2)- According to 3.7, h(x) ^^ ^(zi) 
and h(z2) ^ 1 /î(j). Hence /z(x) < i /1(3;) holds. Analogously, if / > 7, then we obtain 
X ^ y and /ï(x) ^ 1 /г(} )̂. 
3.9. Corollary, / / ( i ) holds, then h is an isomorphism of ^"^ onto ^^. 
By using duahty we obtain: 
3.9.1. Corollary, / / ( i i ) holds, then h is a dual isomorphism of ^"^ onto ^^. 
Now from 3.9 and 3.9.1 we infer that .^* belongs to C^. Further, from the structure 
of cèf* we easily obtain that Jèf* is self-dual; hence if (ii) holds, then S£^ must be 
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self-dual as well and thus o^* is isomorphic to J^^. Therefore S£^ belongs to CQ. 
Since ifo is embedded into J^*, we conclude: 
3.10. Theorem. Each bounded lattice can he embedded into a lattice belonging 
to CQ n Ci. 
4. THE CASE OF MODULAR LATTICES 
Let J^ = ( L ; g ) be a bounded modular lattice with card L ^ 3. By the methods 
described in Sections 2 and 3 above, ^ can be embedded into the lattice [^'Y 
which belongs to the class Co n C^. But, as we have already shown above, the lattice 
(j^')* need not be modular (even in the case when ^ is distributive). 
In this section we shall give a construction which enables one to embed a bounded 
modular (distributive) lattice into a modular (distributive) lattice belonging to 
Co n Cj. This construction is simpler than the construction dealt with above for 
general lattices (in § 2 and § 3). We shall apply the following results (A) and (B) on 
graph isomorphisms of modular lattices. 
(A) ([3], Thm. L) Let /z be a graph isomorphism of a modular lattice ^ = 
= (L; g ) onto a modular lattice i f 1 = (L^; ^ J . Then there are lattices j / = (A; ^ ) , 
^ = (Б; ^ ) and direct product representations/: ^ -^ s/ x ^, g: if^ -^ s/ x J*" 
such t h a t / = h о g. 
(In Thm. 1 of [3] it is asserted only that ^ '^ se x ^ and i f ^ ^ jaf x J*~ are 
valid; but, in fact, the stronger assertion (A) was proved in [3] (under different 
notation).) 
( B ) ([5], Thm. 2.) Let /i be a graph isomorphism of a modular lattice i f onto 
a lattice if^. Then if^ is modular as well. 
4.1. Lemma, het S£ be a modular lattice with the least element и and the greatest 
element v. Let h be a graph isomorphism of i f onto a lattice S£^ = (L^; ^ i ) . 
(i)///z(w) < i h(v), then h is an isomorphism of the lattice ^ onto ^^. (ii) If h(u) > ^ 
> I h(v), then h is a dual isomorphism of ^ onto S£^. 
Proof. This is a consequence of (A) and (B). 
Let us remark that the assumption of modularity in 4.1 cannot be omitted. In fact, 
let ^ be the lattice in Fig. 4.La and let ^^ be the lattice on Fig. 4.Lb. For each 
X G L we put h(x) = x'. Then /г is a graph isomorphism, but it is neither an isomor­
phism nor a dual isomorphism. 
Fig. 4.1 
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Let Lbe as in 4.1 and let 
4.2. Lemma. Let ^2 — {L>2l й) be a lattice such that (i) L2 = LQ u {u^, v^}, 
Ui Ф LQ, V^ Ф LQI (ii) ̂ 0 is a sublattice of S£2\ (iii) ̂ 1 ^^ the least element of ^2 
and Vi is the greatest element of S£2- Then S£2 ̂ С^гл C^. 
Proof. Let /i be a graph isomorphism of ^2 onto a lattice J5f 3 = (L3; ^ ) . There 
exists exactly one element of L2 (namely WQ, the least element in J^o) such that 
(wi, Mo} is an edge in ^(^^2)^ hence h{u^ is either the least or the greatest element 
of . ^ 3 . Similarly, h{v^ is either the least or the greatest element of J5f 3. 
First assume that h{u^ is the least element of 0^3. Then h{v)^ is the greatest element 
of .5^3. Since ^ is modular, S£2 is modular as well. Then we infer from 4.1 that h is 
an isomorphism of ̂ 2 onto J^3. Analogously, if h{u^ is the greatest element of J^3, 
then /г is a dual isomorphism of ^2 onto J^3. Therefore S£2 e C^. Next, in view of 
the fact that 0^3 is isomorphic to its dual, we infer that S£2 belongs to CQ. 
4.3. Theorem. Let ^ be a bounded modular lattice. There exists a bounded 
modular lattice S£2 ^hich has the following properties: 
(i) i f 2 e C o n Ci. 
(ii) c^2 is modular and bounded. If ^ is distributive, then 0^2 is distributive as 
well. 
(iii) There exists a convex sublattice of ̂ 2 isomorphic to ^ . 
There exist distributive lattices which do not belong to CQ n C^ (e.g., the direct 
product of the lattice in Fig. 2.10 with its dual); hence in view of 4.3 we have 
4.4. Corollary. Neither CQ nor C| are closed with respect to convex sublattices. 
Let j / be the lattice in Fig. 2.10 and let ̂  be the four-element lattice which is not 
linearly ordered. Then we have s^ E CI\CQ and ^ e CQ\C^. 
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